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Abstract

The interaction between a diver and a diving board is one of the key
factors of springboard diving performance. An accurate modelling of
this interaction could provide new tools to better understand spring-
board diving performance. This study presents a finite element model
of a springboard driven by motion capture data. The aim was to iden-
tify springboard mechanical parameters allowing to obtain a model
with a mechanical behaviour similar to that observed experimentally.
The mechanical characterization method was based on motion cap-
ture data of the diver and the springboard. Firstly, these data were
used to estimate the interaction forces and moments between the diver
and the springboard using an optimization approach. The interac-
tion forces and moments were then applied to the springboard model
to be characterized. Finally, the model parameters were identified
minimizing the discrepancy between the experimental and numerical
vertical displacements of the springboard. The best model obtained
from this method led to a maximal mean absolute error between the
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experimental and numerical vertical displacements between 0.045 m
and 0.060 m. An accurate model may help to better understand
energy transfers and time synchronisation between the diver and the
springboard, which are key points of the diving board performance.

Keywords: Finite elements, human-structure interaction, sport performance,
optimization

1 Introduction

According to the starting position, two kinds of dives can be achieved:

• dives with a starting position at the diving board free end (SP);
• dives with a running approach (RA) that includes the different phases
presented in the Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 Phases of a RA dive (c.f. [1, 2])

The diving judgement is based on the technique and grace of the starting
position and the approach, the take-off, the flight and the entry into water.
The degree of difficulty of the dive, which is multiplied by the judges’ score,
depends on the position of the diver in the air, the number of achieved somer-
saults and twists and the dive group (forward, reverse, backward, inward) [3].
The current study presents a diving board model and its mechanical char-
acterization, taking into account the interaction with the diver throughout
the dive. The characterization method is based on an optimization approach
minimising the discrepancy between the experimental and numerical vertical
displacements (E&NVD) of the diving board.

Previous studies aimed at better understanding how to maximize dive
height or number of rotations or both. References [4, 5] mostly studied motor
strategy during the flight phase. References [2, 5–7] focused on the take-off
phase during which the diver is generating the angular momentum required
for rotations during the flight phase and the horizontal velocity required for
clearing the board [8, 9]. For RA dives, the diver has to make functional adjust-
ments to adapt their motor behaviour to the hurdle step and take-off variability
[1, 6, 10]. The diver’s motion during the hurdle step and the board depression
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is crucial to maximize the energy stored in the diving board [2, 7, 8, 11]. There-
fore, the springboard diving performance depends on the interaction between
the diver and the diving board throughout the dive. A better understand-
ing of the dynamic behavior of the diving board is crucial in studying this
performance.

Diving board models have been featured in the literature. Reference [12]
found that a mass-spring system without damping was sufficient to model the
static and dynamic behaviours of the diving board free end for given fulcrum
setting and load location. Static trials were performed to determine the stiff-
ness of the model using Hooke’s law. Free oscillation trials with accelerometers
located at different distances from the diving board free end were carried out
to determine effective mass and damping. Reference [13] used this model to
determine the natural frequency of the diving board studied. Reference [14]
proposed a procedure based on dynamic trials to improve the diving board
stiffness estimation. This model was then improved to allow springboard ele-
ments to tilt and thus produce a horizontal component of force on the diver’s
feet [7]. Reference [15] also improved the initial model adding damped oscil-
lations coming from the fulcrum rebound. Reference [16] compared the initial
model with two others: a discrete lumped-parameter model and a rigid beam
model with a rotational spring at the origin, both without fulcrum detachment.
The discrete lumped-parameter model was the most accurate but it had the
highest computational cost. It was shown that the mass-spring system must
be used only for cases with small deflections. The beam model was presented
as a good compromise between accuracy and computational cost, especially
when considering a coupling with a biomechanical model of a diver. Effective
mass and stiffness of the beam were determined using trials performed in refer-
ence [12] and energies expressions. References [8, 9] used the rigid beam model
linked to a 4-segment diver model at its free end to compute optimal stand-
ing jumps. Reference [17] modelled the diving board as a uniform beam with
three degrees of freedom in the plane. The vertical displacement was modelled
following the model from reference [12]. The horizontal and angular displace-
ments were expressed as functions of the vertical displacement of the diving
board free end. A planar 8-segment diver model was linked to the diving board
free end. References [1, 6, 18] used this model to study the take-off phase.

Reference [2] recommended energy transfer studies during the dive. These
energy transfers can be optimized by improving diver technique on the spring-
board [11]. The current study aimed at developing a finite element model of a
diving board to study energy transfers and time synchronization between the
diver and the diving board. This model takes into account the fulcrum setting,
which impacts the springboard stiffness [8, 19]. Some assumptions were made
to simplify the diving board modelling: constant thickness, full rectangular
section, no perforations at the diving board free end (which is not the case on
a real diving board [12]). We hypothesized that the presented method enables
to obtain a characterized model (material, geometry and contact parameters)
with a dynamic behaviour similar to the experimental one.
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Firstly, the procedure to obtain experimental data is presented. Secondly,
the different steps to simulate the dynamic behaviour of the diving board
are detailed. Thirdly, the method to characterize the diving board model is
presented. Finally, the accuracy of the characterization method is assessed.

A statistical analysis of the characterization method and an analysis of the
discrepancy between the E&NVD are presented and then discussed.

2 Methods

Fig. 2 Overview of the method based on diver’s and springboard’s motion capture inputs.
The motion capture data are used to compute the interaction forces and moments, which are
then applied to the diving board model. The diving board model parameters are determined
by minimizing the discrepancy between the E&NVD

Motion capture data of diving trials gave the vertical displacement of the
studied diving board and the diver’s motion. A weak coupling between a finite
element model of a diving board and a biomechanical model of the diver
was carried out. The interaction forces and moments between the diver’s feet
and the diving board (IF&M) were computed using a motion-based ground
reaction forces and moments (GRF&M) predictive method. This predictive
method is an inverse dynamics one based on an optimization approach. The
IF&M were applied on the diving board model. The diving board model effec-
tive parameters (material, geometry and contact) were finally identified using
an optimization approach minimizing the discrepancy between the E&NVD
(Fig. 2).

2.1 Experimental data

The motion capture data were recorded with the optoelectronic system Qual-
isys (12 12-Mpixels OQUS 7+ cameras, 200 Hz). A male recreational diver
(1.65 m, 68 kg) was equipped with a set of 45 reflective markers placed on stan-
dardized anatomical landmarks as recommended by the International Society
of Biomechanics [20, 21]. Fifty reflective markers were placed on the diving
board sides, as shown in the Fig. 3 a). 49 markers were placed 10 cm apart on
a side of the diving board. The 50th marker was placed on the other side at
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the same distance (6 cm) from the diving board free end as the 49th marker.
The participant signed an informed consent form in agreement with the ethical
committee of Rennes 2 University (Reference 2022-006).

Fig. 3 a) Diving board markers location and experimental frame definition b) Diving board
model and numerical frame definition

The experimental frame (Xexp, Yexp, Zexp) was created from a reference
(L-frame locating origin and axes of the experimental frame) placed at the
diving board free end, which was slightly deflected because of the diving board
self-weight. The line fitting the positions of the markers from the origin to
the fulcrum of the diving board was considered as the absolute horizontal. An
angle α = 0.9° between Xexp and this line was found.

A static trial of the diving board without any load, named reference trial,
was recorded. It provided the reference Zexp-position of each marker, which
was subtracted to the Zexp-position of each marker at each frame. The partic-
ipant performed two RA (103C) and two SP (5111A) dives. The 5111A dives
are supposed to be performed with a running approach, which was not the case
here. The aim was to provide input data for dives with and without a running
approach and not to study specific dives. One video for each type of dive is
available as supplementary material (Online Resource 1 for the RA dive and
Online resource 2 for the SP dive).

2.2 Diving board simulation

2.2.1 Diving board model

The diving board model was developed in the Matlab (Release R2021a, Math-
Works, Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, United States) toolbox ATL4S [22]. The
diving board was regarded as a 2D elastic Bernoulli beam with small deflec-
tions and was modeled as shown in Fig. 3 b). All the joints were assumed to
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be point-wise. The unilateral contact between the diving board and the ful-
crum at Xnum = L1 was managed with a linear complementary problem in the
framework of non smooth contact dynamics [23], considering relative velocities
between nodes in contact at fulcrum before and after rebound. The gravity
effect was taken into account. The diving board model was meshed with 49
nodes, evenly spaced. Each node in the model corresponded to an experimental
marker. A time increment equal to the experimental one (sampling frequency
of 200 Hz) was used. The time integration was performed using the Euler-
theta method (θ = 0.5). The diving board model was considered static at the
first time step. The motion capture was started when the diver and the diving
board seemed to be static. Due to occlusion of diver markers in the labelliza-
tion process, the beginning of the four studied dives was omitted and the first
experimental time step took place during the diver and diving board motions.
To have an experimental initial condition close to a static state, the trials were
cut so that the velocity of the 49th marker at the first time step was less than
0.01 m.s−1.

The diving board model was characterized by the following parameters:

• the Young’s Modulus E (Pa);
• the density ρ (kg.m−3);
• the thickness h (m) (according to Znum);
• the coefficient of restitution e.

The coefficient of restitution is a value between 0 and 1 quantifying the energy
dissipation due to the contact with the fulcrum. This is the only source of
energy dissipation in the model. The diving board width b (according to Ynum)
was set to 0.5 m.

2.2.2 IF&M computation

IF&M were computed by applying motion capture data to a biomechanical
model of the diver. All the following steps were realized in the Matlab toolbox
CusToM [24]. The diver model was composed of 18 segments and 44 degrees of
freedom. Its geometry was scaled to the participant thanks to the studied trial
data and the method described in reference [25]. The body segment inertial
parameters of the model were computed as presented in reference [26]. For each
trial, inverse kinematics were performed to obtain the joint angles correspond-
ing to the participant’s motion. The obtained evolution of joint coordinates
were filtered with a 4th-order Butterworth low-pass filter with no phase shift
and a cutoff frequency of 10 Hz [27].

The IF&M were then computed using a motion-based GRF&M prediction
method adapted from reference [28]. This method consisted in two steps at each
frame: contact detection and forces distribution. Each foot of the participant
was mapped with 14 points, named prediction points (PP), as presented in
Fig. 4. The contact detection step identified all the active PP in contact with
the ground using positions and velocity thresholds. A maximal force equal to
0.4 Body Weight (BW) was allocated to each active PP [29]. As up to 28
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Fig. 4 PP defined on the biomechanical model. Issued from [28]

PP may be active, a resulting force of up to 11.2 BW may be obtained. The
forces distribution step distributed the GRF&M among all active PP using an
optimization approach constrained by the participant’s dynamic equilibrium.

The initial method was extended to studies involving interaction with a
moving or non-horizontal structure or both, considered as a single rigid solid
[30]. A frame linked to the structure (Om, Xm, Ym, Zm) was created using
the 3D displacements of three additional markers placed on it. These markers
were used to define the structure plane (Om, Xm, Ym). Zm was defined as the
normal to the structure plane. At each frame, a transformation matrix from
the global frame to the structure frame was computed and used to express
the relative positions of the PP in the structure frame. The relative velocity
of each PP in the structure frame was defined as the difference between the
absolute velocity of the PP and the absolute velocity of Om. The active PP
were identified using relative positions and velocity thresholds.

The diving board was regarded as a series of rigid surfaces. The existing
contact detection step included a new sub-step to identify the diving board
surface under the participant’s feet among the whole diving board, named
potential contact surface (PCS) (Fig. 5). At each frame and for each PP, the
number of the diving board marker which was closest to the considered PP
was saved. The PCS was the surface between the first and the last markers
found previously. Om was the point corresponding to the first marker of the
PCS. The local frame (Xm, Ym, Zm) was created from the PCS markers and
the vector from the 49th to the 50th diving board. In addition to the position
and velocity thresholds existing in the previous methods, the active PP had to
be placed between the position of the first and the last PCS markers according
to Xm and between 0 and the diving board width according to Ym.

2.2.3 IF&M application to the diving board model

The resulting IF&M in the plan (Xexp, Zexp) were applied to the diving board
model:

• the Xexp-force component FX;
• the Zexp-force component FZ;
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Fig. 5 Creation of the PCS frame (Om, Xm, Ym, Zm). Markers - rounds, schematic PP
- squares, intermediate vectors - arrows, PCS - surface under the foot

• the Yexp-moment component MY .

The IF&M from the two feet were summed and applied on an application point.
The position of the center of pressure (CoP) under the participant’s feet was
computed at each time step using the positions and the vertical forces applied
on the active PP [31]. The inclination of the diving board was not taken into
account to compute the CoP positions. That is why the vertical forces were
considered and not the forces normal to the diving board surface. The closest
marker to the CoP among the part of the PCS in contact with active PP
was considered as the application point (Fig. 6). Because of predicted IF&M
filtering, non-zero IF&M could be found at time steps with no active PP. To
avoid applying IF&M coming from filtering, the IF&M were set to 0 when
there was no active PP.

Fig. 6 Identification of the IF&M application point (black round in a black square). Active
PP - black squares, inactive PP - white squares, PCS markers in contact with the active PP
- black rounds, CoP - triangle, other markers - white rounds.

The moments MY for each foot obtained from CusToM were expressed
at the experimental frame origin. They were transported to the heel points in
alignment with the ankles. An angle of 0.11°between Xexp and Xnum around
Znum was computed using the reference trial. It was considered as insignificant
and not taken into account. Because of the angle α between Zexp and Znum,
the force vector was projected on Xnum and Znum. Xexp and Yexp were in
the opposite direction from Xnum and Ynum (Fig. 3). So the opposite of FX
and MY were considered as the IF&M applied on the participant’s feet.
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The initial displacements U of the diving board model were computed as
follows:

U = K−1F (1)

where K is the stiffness matrix and F the efforts matrix.

2.3 Characterization method

Initial parameters were defined as follows:

• E0 = 69.109 Pa;
• ρ0 = 2.7.103 kg.m−3;
• h0 = 0.05 m;
• e0 = 1.

E0 and ρ0 correspond to material properties of aluminium because diving
boards are mostly made of aluminium alloy. h0 was equal to the thickness
measured on the origin of the diving board. e0 induced no energy dissipation.

The normalized root mean squared error between the E&NVD 2 was
minimized to characterize the diving board model:

ϕ(E, ρ, h, e) =
1

ϕ0

nt∑
i=1

nm∑
m=F+1

1

ni
eA

i
m

√√√√ ni
e∑

k=1

(U i
exp(xm, tk)− U i

num(xm, tk))2

ϕ0(E0, ρ0, h0, e0) =

nt∑
i=1

nm∑
m=F+1

1

ni
eA

i
m

√√√√ ni
e∑

k=1

(U i
exp(xm, tk)− U i

num(xm, tk))2

(2)
where nt is the number of trials, F the number of the marker closest to the
fulcrum position (here 21), nm the number of markers/nodes, ni

e the number
of time increments of the trial i, Ai

m the maximal experimental vertical dis-
placement of the trial i at the abscissa xm, U i

num and U i
exp the E&NVD at a

given abscissa xm and a given time tk respectively for the trial i. The vertical
displacements before the fulcrum were not taken into account because they
were of the same order of magnitude as the optoelectronic system accuracy.

The optimization problem 3 was solved using a simulated annealing
method:

min ϕ(E, ρ, h, e)

subject to


1.108 Pa < E < 1.1012 Pa

10 kg.m−3 < ρ < 1.106 kg.m−3

0.01 m < h < 0.1 m

0 < e < 1

(3)

The temperature T of the simulated annealing method was updated following
the equation 4:

T =
T0

log(k)
(4)

where T0 is the initial temperature (here 200) and k the iteration number.
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2.4 Data analysis

The simulated annealing is a stochastic method so it may lead to results cor-
responding to different local minima. The characterization method described
previously was run 50 times, which led to 50 different sets of parameters (a
common parameter set for the four trials). A cluster analysis was performed
on these 50 computational runs to determine how many groups of solutions
there were among them. The squared Euclidean distance was used to perform
the cluster analysis. The Calinski-Harabasz criterion was used to determine
the optimal number of clusters for the studied runs.

The set of parameters obtained from a given run (E, h, ρ and e) were
presented as EI

b (where I is the second moment of area), ρ and e. Indeed, both
the Young’s modulus and the thickness affect the diving board stiffness.

Different metrics were used to analyse a trial among a given run. The met-
rics were all computed for each diving board node/marker after the fulcrum.
The absolute error between the E&NVD at each frame was considered. The
mean (solid line) and standard deviation (area around the solid line) values of
the absolute errors were computed. This error was also normalized by Ai

m. The
normalized cross correlation between the E&NVD was computed. The maxi-
mal correlation and the delay to obtain it were presented on the same graph.
All these metrics were presented as functions of position along the diving board
(abscissa X).

3 Results

Each run lasted between 30 minutes and an hour. As the computation of each
run is independent of the others, the computation can be parallelized.

It was found that the optimal number of clusters was 1, so all the solutions
were in the same group. In that case, the run leading to the lowest value of ϕ
among the 50 runs was selected to present the results. The selected run led to
ϕ = 0.58 and the following parameters:

• EI
b = 2.65.105 Pa.m3;

• ρ = 855 kg.m−3;
• e = 0.099.

Due to the assumptions made in the model (constant thickness, full and rect-
angular cross-section, no holes at the diving board free end), the obtained
parameters are not expected to be close to those of an aluminium alloy. They
are effective parameters suitable for our case study.

The maximal absolute errors between the experimental and numerical dis-
placements at the diving board free end were 0.23 m (49 % of A1

49) and 0.24 m
(52 % of A2

49) for the RA dives. The same results for the SP dives were 0.29 m
(58 % of A3

49 and 59 % of A4
49). The maximal errors were observed between

touchdown and takeoff for the four dives. At the fulcrum position, the same
results were 0.055 m (70 % of A1

F ) and 0.051 m (65 % of A2
F ) for the RA dives.
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The same result for the SP dives were 0.047 m (59 % of A3
F ) and 0.033 m (43 %

of A4
F ). These maximal errors were observed after takeoff for all the dives.
The mean values of the absolute error increased as the abscissa increased

for all the trials. The maximal mean absolute errors were 0.065 m and 0.045 m
for RA dives; 0.054 m and 0.060 m for SP dives. For the SP dive 3, the maximal
normalized error was observed at the diving board free end. For the three other
dives, the maximal normalized errors were observed between X = 3, 0 m and
X = 3, 1 m. These maximal errors had values of 22.3 % and 12.2 % for RA
dives; 10.9 % and 12.5 % for SP dives. For both the absolute and normalized
errors, the standard deviation values increased as the mean values increased
for all the dives.

The maximal correlation increased as the abscissa increased for all the
dives. The associated delay decreased as the abscissa increased for RA dives.
The opposite observation was made for the SP dive 3 and no delay was observed
for the SP dive 4. The maximal correlations were between 0.88 and 0.96 for
all the dives. The maximal delays were between 0 s (no delay for the SP dive
4) and 0.015 s for all the dives.

The graphics corresponding to the used metrics (Fig. 7) and the evolution
of vertical displacements (Fig. 8) are presented for the trial with the lowest
maximal mean absolute error and normalized absolute error (trial 2, which
is a RA dive). The first time step in Fig. 8 corresponds to the first one with
a vertical velocity of the 49th marker less than 0.01 m.s−1 in the studied
trial. For sake of clarity, similar figures for the other trials are available as
supplementary material (Online Resource 3).

4 Discussion

4.1 Method accuracy

Since the diving board was not instrumented, the computed IF&Ms were not
directly assessed. Nevertheless, reference [7] observed a peak reaction force on
the springboard of 4 BW during a simulated reverse 3½ tuck performed by a
world class diver (RA dive). In the current study, 4 BW of the participant was
2668 N. The peak vertical forces observed during the RA dives were 3400 N
and 3379 N, which corresponds to about 5 BW. Therefore, we obtained the
same order of magnitude as the literature for the vertical reaction force, which
seems to show that the IF&M computation method is suitable.

All the metrics are consistent for all the trials of the selected run. The
maximal absolute errors observed between the experimental and numerical ver-
tical displacements (E&NVD) were quite important. Nevertheless, the absolute
errors were often less than these maximal values throughout the dives, leading
to mean values far from these maximal values. A maximal mean absolute error
between 0.045 m and 0.060 m, and a maximal delay less than 0.015 s between
the E&NVD seem to be suitable to study time synchronization between the
diver and the diving board. Indeed, the highest frequency in the spectrum of
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Fig. 7 Absolute error (up), normalized absolute error (in the middle) and cross correlation
(down) for the selected trial

the vertical force of the RA dive 2 of the selected run was 4 Hz, which corre-
sponds to a period of 0.294 s. The contact phase before the flight phase is a
crucial phase of the dive [2, 7, 8, 11]. It is performed close to the diving board
free end, where the considered errors are smaller, and lasts around 0.5 s [1, 32].

Previous models used in the literature led to smaller errors when con-
sidering vertical displacement. Reference [15] obtained an error between the
E&NVD at the diving board free end of less than 5 cm throughout a RA dive
using a mass-spring system model with decaying oscillations after the hurdle
step. However, this model only considers the diving board free end which may
be limiting for the study of RA dives during the running approach. The verti-
cal mass-spring system to model the diving board free end results in a vertical
reaction force acting on the diver [33]. The horizontal reaction force plays an
important role in the generation of angular momentum and board clearance.
The model used in reference [17] considers the rotation and the horizontal
displacement of a part of the springboard whose location (and the associated
parameters) can change during the dive. This model led to errors on the max-
imal deflection of less than 7 cm for the studied RA dives in reference [33],
which is lower than those obtained in the present study. However, although this
model takes into account the horizontal displacement of the springboard, its
rotation and its interaction with the diver at different locations on the spring-
board, it only considers a part of the springboard at each frame. Our model
considers the diving board as a whole throughout the dive. This is notably
interesting to study the running approach which is also an important phase in
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Fig. 8 Evolution of vertical displacement at diving board free end (up) and fulcrum (down).
Experimental displacement in solid line. Numerical displacement in dashed line. Vertical
lines represent touchdown and takeoff time steps

springboard diving performance [11]. The model presented here enables fur-
ther studies of other mechanical features of the diving board as its energy and
its interaction with the fulcrum notably during the hurdle step (from hurdle
landing to hurdle touchdown in Fig. 1).

4.2 Limits and perspectives

The diving board model mesh was based on the experimental markers. It
could be interesting to study the mesh impact on the characterization method
results. A refined mesh may improve the method accuracy, whereas a coarser
mesh may decrease the computation time.

It was assumed that the IF&M was applied on one point of the diving
board. Vertical forces were used to compute the CoP positions. It would be
more realistic to consider forces normal to the diving board and to compute
the CoP positions in the frame linked to the diving board. Moreover, during
the dives, the contact surface between the participant’s feet and the diving
board often contained multiple diving board markers. It could be interesting
to study if the numerical displacements obtained with the optimal model could
be closer to the experimental ones considering an IF&M distribution among
several nodes of the diving board model.

Because of the stochastic feature of the method, 50 runs were carried out.
The best run led to a suitable characterized model. The choice of 50 runs was
made arbitrary. It could be interesting to perform an analysis to determine the
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required number of runs to obtain at least one suitable set of parameters for
the studied diving board. Moreover, a study on the influence of the parameters
of the simulated annealing algorithm may help to know how to better explore
the solutions space. Lastly, the presented study is based on four experimental
trials performed by one participant. It would be interesting to study the impact
of the amount of input data on the results accuracy.

The accuracy assessment of the characterization method was carried out
using the trials used for the parameter determination. The accuracy assessment
should be carried out using independent additional trials to obtain unbiased
results. This choice was made because only four trials were recorded. More-
over, for a given set of trials to be studied, they could all be used in the
characterization method in order to be as accurate as possible on the whole
set.

The presented method is based on motion capture data, which are widely
used for biomechanical analysis. Therefore, this technology may be successfully
used to study both diver and diving board motion. Nevertheless, this analysis
is often limited due to restricted field of view, light reflections, and heaviness
of acquisition to reconstruction process, reducing its effectiveness in practice in
a swimming pool environment. It could be interesting to improve the method
to be suitable for other types of input data (markerless technologies, IMU...).

As the participant was a recreational diver, the technique used by expert
divers would be different and may modify the mechanical load applied to the
board. For example, an expert diver would achieve a takeoff closer to the
diving board free end. Moreover, only one fulcrum setting was considered.
Thus, more fulcrum settings may improve the generalization of the model.
It will be thus possible to know more on how the diver’s technique impacts
the characterization method and whether modifying the fulcrum setting in
the model with the same parameters is suitable or not. Lastly, the whole
trials were used in the parameter determination, keeping the free regime of the
diving board after takeoff. This choice was made to develop a general method
throughout the studied dives. It may be expected that if a part of the dives
is not studied, it can be removed from the recorded trials to obtain a more
accurate model of the targeted phase of the dive.

5 Conclusion

To improve springboard diving performance, the study of the interaction
between the diving board and the diver is crucial. An accurate model of the
diving board is thus essential to go further in the study of this interaction.
Using the presented method, a diving board model with a similar behaviour as
the diving board studied experimentally was obtained. This method character-
ized the model using motion capture data of the diver and the diving board.
This characterization method coupled with a biomechanical model of the diver
and the IF&M throughout the dives are interesting tools to study the interac-
tion between the diver and the diving board. All these tools may be used for
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further studies about time synchronization and energy transfers between the
diver and the diving board, which are key points in springboard diving per-
formance. As the diving board is modelled as a whole, the considered studies
can be performed notably for dives with a running approach.
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